
THE KIOSK OF THE FUTURE

AutoAisle™ helps Retailers maximise their income per square meter while minimising the losses frequently associated 
with high-value small items. Automated retail solutions are gaining popularity as Retailers and other businesses look 
for new ways to serve customers better while maintaining inventory control and increase product ranges.

This solution is part of a broader strategy to re-imagine the traditional supermarket kiosk, creating a better way for 
Retailers to deliver high-value items while enhancing the consumer’s in-store shopping experience and showcasing 
brands more effectively.

AutoAisle™ can be customised to suit individual store requirements. It can be integrated with the POS system where 
preferred. But there is also the option of utilising a non-integrated solution. The solution will work equally well with 
staffed or self-checkout POS systems.

AutoAisle™ gives the Retailer another channel to serve customers, complementing traditional retail and online. These 
solutions are going to be playing a much more important role as Retailers move into a truly omni-channel world, 
geared to providing what customers want in the way they want.

AutoAisle™ Benefits

Sales of high value items, anywhere
Increase full range of products
Linked to in-store Point of Sale (POS)
One payment point; shorter queues at POS
Mobile payment enabled
Promotion of self-service
Media channel for advertising
Promoting shopper health & safety

Remote monitoring 
Full user accountability & access control
Full reporting suite
Retailer chooses & buys product range
Store stocks the products in machine
Full Gross Profit goes to the store
No theft
Retail Display Ban compliant

Maximise income per m2

Minimise high-value small item
losses

Remote monitoring at your own
convenience

The Next Evolution
in Automated Retail



The range of kiosk possibilities

Our range of kiosks can be deployed in a multitude of sectors, including pharmaceutical; medicine collection; baby 
formula; batteries; wellness and petrol station forecourts.

AutoAisle™
24 Hour convenience

AutoAisle™ for Convenience is a 24-Hour solution for 
Forecourts. The system enables Retailers to expand their 
range of high value products without taking additional floor 
space and augment this with stock and payment security. 
Products are only released after payment is confirmed via 
the store POS system or mobile payment platform.

AutoAisle™
for Pharma

AutoAisle™ for Pharma incorporates an automated 
click-and-collect solution and combines it with a merchan-
dising solution that secures high value retail products in a 
pharma environment to boost sales. Patients with recurring 
scripts can choose their medication delivery location and 
then access it by scanning their phone.

AutoAisle™
for Supermarket

Long queues, lack of inventory control and poor merchan-
dising practices has led to many super-markets investigating 
NEO RS’s Kiosk of the Future. Unstaffed and focused on 
self-service collection of high value fast moving consumer 
goods (FMCG) products such as medication, expensive 
shaving blades, infant formula, face creams and tobacco.

AutoAisle™
for Tobacco

AutoAisle™ for Tobacco can be customised to suit individual 
store requirements. It can be integrated with the POS 
system where preferred. But there is also the option of 
having a non-integrated solution where the Retailer has 
enhanced security protocols on the POS. The solution will 
work equally well with staffed or self-checkout POS systems.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE - Tobacco products are a 
particularly tricky challenge for Retailers because the 
traditional solution of selling them from the kiosk at 
the front of the store creates a bottleneck at the tills, 
negatively impacting the shopping experience. 

SOLUTION - An automated solution solves the 
problem, while delivering complete stock trans-
parency and accountability.



TOBACCO RETAIL DISPLAY BAN

Another key issue for Retailers is the likely ban on tobacco displays in the retail environment. New legislation is likely 
to make it illegal to have more than 1m2 displays or it may ban displays completely. In many countries where similar 
regulations were enforced, Retailers were caught unprepared for the change.

Automation gives the Retailer another channel to serve customers, complementing traditional retail and online. 
One key benefit is that the inherent security of the dispensing system makes it possible for even smaller Retailers 
to carry a wide range of high-value items at reduced risk of shrinkage. The unit can be fully integrated into the retail 
value chain.

Automated solutions are going to be playing a much more important role as Retailers move into a truly omnichannel 
world, geared to providing what customers want in the way they want.

AutoAisle™ cabinet features 

520mm
1200mm

1980mm

Cabinet dimensions

Dispenser & Stock Cabinet

520mm
960mm

1980mm

Tobacco Cabinet

24-hour Monitoring

Industrial LCD Touch Screen

Interactive Product Selection

Management Screen

QR Scanner

Pin/Biometric Access Control

Brand Hotspot

Illuminated Exit Gate

Proximity Beacon

Full Reporting Suite

Tamper Resistant

Low Electricity Usage
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Finishers and trimmings
Complete your look with our wide range of cabinet colours and trim finishers.

*Lock boxes can be added as an additional option

Metallic Range

Metallic
Red

Metallic
Blue

Metallic
Green

Metallic
Silver

Metallic
Charcoal

Metallic
Black

Pearl
White

Standard Range

Matt
Red

Matt
Blue

Matt
Green

Matt
White

Unit Casing Colours

Chilli
Red

Forest Green
/ Arctic White

Natural Oak
Veneer

Black Wood
Veneer

Ghost White
Wood Veneer

Stainless
Steel

LED Light Colours

LED
Red

LED
Blue

LED
Green

About NEO RS

NEO Retail Solutions is poised to take advantage of Retail Automation 
advances as the company introduces a range of solutions into the 
Retail Market, focused on maximizing convenience and securing 
stock, while increasing range and sales of High Value Products.

The company is also expanding into self-service and mobi vending, 
offering brands far greater insights via analytics and value-added 
services (VAS).

Our founders have more than 25 years 
experience conceptualising, designing, 

building, selling, and supporting automated 
retail technology solutions in South Africa 
and overseas markets such as Germany, 

Italy, New Zealand, and South Korea.


